
The Queen was presented with a rare orchid

named in her honour today as this year‟s

Chelsea Flower Show 2011 got back to its

spectacular and extravagant best during the

UK's hottest spring on record.

After tickets sold out in record time, the Chelsea

Flower Show 2011 opened yesterday with

several well-known faces being shown around

some of the most eccentric and extraordinary

designs in the show‟s history, including one

suspended 80ft in the air.

Dame Helen Mirren was inspired to speak of the

importance of cultivating sustainable food, while

Gwyneth Paltrow, her fellow actress, described

how she had learnt to grow her own vegetables.

Seventeen show gardens are vying for attention

and designers have been reaching for the skies,

with efforts including the suspended “sky garden”

by Diarmuid Gavin, the television gardener, and

a six-storey display, Chelsea‟s tallest yet.

Grumblings about the lack of traditional gardening

and the price of entrance, with corporate guests

attending the gala evening being set back by

£770, were swept aside as all 157,000 tickets

sold in 16 days. Touts were reportedly selling

tickets outside the Royal Hospital for up to £300.

Gardeners overcame fears that plants would wilt

in the heat by keeping flowers in fridges and

using more colourful June displays that are

opening early. Strong winds did not manage to

blow over the displays or stop Mr Gavin getting

his 50ft floating flower bed off the ground.

The pink pod gave celebrities who were invited

aboard a view from 82ft over London and, if

reports are to be believed, into Alan Titchmarsh‟s

dressing room.

Mr Gavin was also introduced to the Queen,

saying to her: “Thank you for coming to Ireland,

and as a reward I brought my garden over.” He

said that she replied with “I had a brilliant time”.

Dame Helen, a regular Chelsea visitor, was

inspired by the show‟s tallest garden, the 30ft

tower of vegetable beds by B&Q, the DIY store.

The 65-year-old Oscar winner, who posed with a

carnivorous nepenthes cultivar that was named

after her, said the British had always loved

gardening but environmental concerns made it

more important than ever.

“This is about the way of the future for

gardening,” she said. “We should use every piece

of land we have, we should be recycling and

composting.” She added that she used home-made

compost in her communal garden in London.

Miss Paltrow, making her first appearance at

Chelsea, toured the allotment tower to find out

how to grow vegetables on balconies. Others

attending included Ringo Starr, the pop band

JLS, Kirstie Allsopp, Sir Terry Wogan and Dame
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Maggie Smith. Vanessa Redgrave unveiled a rose

named after her daughter Natasha Richardson,

who died two years ago.

More than 600 exhibitors are at Chelsea this

year, after garden centres recovered from the

recession. Bob Sweet, head of shows

development at the Royal Horticultural Society,

said gardeners had their confidence back, with a

trend developing for growing vegetables. “After

a lull, 2011 has suddenly made the corks burst

and the champagne pop,” he said.

Chelsea Flower Show

2011: the winners

Diarmuid Gavin‟s flying garden and B&Q

towering allotment both won gold at this year‟s

Chelsea Flower Show, while the Daily Telegraph

won Best in Show. Here are the main results:

Best in Show

The Daily Telegraph Garden by Cleve West – A

serene sunken garden based on the Roman ruins

of Libya. Three columns in the centre look to the

past, while running water and clipped yew

hedges mix in the modern. Against the yellow

walls and dry stone paving the bright planting

scheme adds colour and magic.

Gold

The Irish Sky Garden for Failte Ireland and Cork

City Council by Diarmuid Gavin – The garden

everybody is talking about as the former

Gardener‟s World presenter makes a return to

the show. The centrepiece is a bright pink pod

suspended 82ft off the ground by a crane and

surrounded by cartoon-esque green hedges.

The B&Q Garden by Laurie Chetwood and

Patrick Collins – At 30ft tall, the highest garden

ever built at Chelsea. The towering allotment is

stuffed with fruits, vegetables and edible flowers.

Insect hotels made by school children provide a

home for wildlife while solar panels and a wind

column generate green energy.

Laurent Perrier Garden by Luciano Giubbilei – A

trio of giant stone sculptures bring gravity to the

space, while a delicate bamboo structure echoes

the trees. The elegant garden leaves plenty of

space for the art, with just a border of dusky pink

and brown flowers.

The HESCO Garden by Leeds City Council –

The largest ever trees used in a design frame a

working water wheel to represent the city‟s

industrial past. The mill façade is both brutal and

pretty with a sympathetic planting scheme and

ornamental trees.

The Monaco Garden by Sarah Eberle – The

glamour of the Riviera is recreated with

Mediterranean plants bordered by a lap pool.

City living is taken into account by making the

most of small spaces with exotic plants.

The Australian Garden presented by the Royal

Botanic Gardens Melbourne by Jim Fogarty –

The Aussie are out to prove what they can do

with an ambitious garden highlighting the

textures and scents of Australia. Palms and

flowers stand out against the rusty red earth and

encrusted with white salt.

The Tourism Malaysia Garden by Jamie Wong

and David Cubero – An ambitious design that

aims to recreate the rainforest in central London.

A river runs into a pool studded with tropical

water lilies and surrounded by trees dripping in

foliage.

Silver-Gilt Flora

The Homebase Cornish Memories Garden by

Tom Hoblyn – Holidays in the south west are

recreated with water and plants like rhododendrons.

A circular pool represents rock pools and the sea

surrounded by wild Cornish plants.
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The Wild Garden for the Royal Bank of Canada

by Nigel Dunnet – An old shipping container has

been converted into an outdoor room with a

green roof. The garden contains the first full size

rain garden at Chelsea and different wet habitats

for animals.

M&G Investments by Bunny Guinness – This

“kitchen garden with a twist‟ was designed for

the main sponsors of the show. It brings together

the trend for grow-your-own vegetables with

daring design including a floating glass balcony.

Trailfinders Australian Garden presented by

Fleming‟s Nurseries by Ian Barker – Inspired by

the epic voyage of the Endeavour, one of the first

English ships to Australia, the garden has a

nautical theme. A shelter looks like the canvas

sails of a boat and the plants are all from

discoveries made by the great botanist Sir Joseph

Banks at the time.

The Cancer Research UK Garden by Robert

Myers – A coastal landscape is created through

water, timber, and rock planted with different

flowers. The garden represents renewal as the

visitor rises from a barren seashore to a lush

refuge.

Silver Flora

The SKYShades Garden by Marney Hall – A

studio office powered by solar panels is set amid

wild planting. A natural stream and trees create

homes for frogs and birds and flowers and

hedgerows are native species.

The Times Eureka Garden in association with the

Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew by Marcus

Barnett – A structure made from recycled plastic

is shaped like capillaries to represent the body,

while medicinal plants like foxgloves and

geranium are celebrated for their beauty and

usefulness.

A Beautiful Paradise (Making memories with a

green poem) by Ishihara Kazuyuki – The

designer almost pulled out of the show after the

devastating earthquake in Japan. 

All the crew had family and friends affected by

the disaster. But instead he created a new garden

to full of whispering trees, trickling water and

soft greens and whites.

British Heart Foundation Garden by Ann-Marie

Powell – Striking red sculptures like the arteries

to the heart and blood red stepping stones stand

out in the green garden. The design is meant to

raise awareness of the work of the charity on its

50th birthday.
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